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The inclusion of formative indicators in SE models is actually a
complex topic. Here we only deal with the special case where we wish
to represent “collective effects”. In this context, our simplest example
is one where we have some model (Model 1 in this case) and wish to
represent the collective effects of cause1 and cause2 on response using
a composite variable “Comp”. We sometimes refer to this as
“compositing”, which implies a two-step approach of (1) testing to see
if both cause1 and cause2 contribute to the model and then (2) adding
the composite to the model.
Note: Typically we don’t show both steps in our publications, only the
results of the final model.
Note: In this example the label for the composite, “Comp” is a
placeholder. In practice, we might label the composite in a more
informative way that reflects what it is about the causes that influences
the response.
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We start in this example with the model omitting composites.
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Here are the basic results for the uncomposited model. I highlight the
parameter estimate for cause1 because I will use that in some
subsequent specifications.
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Lavaan has a special operator for composites. As with latent variables,
we have to give the program some information when we add a
composite variable to our model. For each variable in a model there are
two basic quantities, its mean and its variance. Here we explicitly
indicate that the composite has the same mean (i.e., its on the same
scale) as the first indicator by pre-multiplying “cause1” by 1. Thus, we
have set the parameter linking Comp to cause1 to 1.0.
Note: This common convention is not necessarily the best way to
specify the composite in practice. Option 2, which follows, will show a
generally superior approach.
Note: When you automatically set the weight for the composite to 1,
you run the risk that that value is very far from the true ideal value.
This can cause the model to fail to converge. Option 2 described in the
following slides tries to avoid this problem.
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Option 2 refers to setting the weight from cause1 to Comp to the value
obtained from Model 1 (no composite). If you refer back to slide 4, you
will see that the raw regression weight for the effect of cause1 on
response = 0.838. For option 2, the preferred specification option, we
use that regression weight to construct the composite instead of a
default value of 1.
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Note that with a composite specified, we have some new output.
Because we used the regression weight from the uncomposited model,
our Estimates for cause1 and cause2 are the same as for model1.
We again achieve an R-square of 0.699, just like for the noncomposited model.
We now also get a line of estimates for the regression of response on
Comp. The raw estimate will be 1.0 which is appropriate because this
relationship is essentially the relationship between observed values
“response” and their predicted scores “Comp” based on combined
effects of cause1 and cause2. What is important for composite effects is
the standardized coefficient. This represents how well the composite
predicts the response. That idea is validated in this case by the fact that
the square of the standardized coefficient, 0.836, is the R-square for the
response (0.699) as expected.
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To create a composite in lavaan without using the special operator
(only lavaan has a special command for creating a composite), several
different specifications work. Here I show the simplest.
(1) Declare a latent variable using the “=~” operator. Be aware that
lavaan automatically sets a coefficient of 1.0, so the implied
equation is “Comp =~ 1*response”.
(2) Set error variance of Comp to zero with “Comp ~~ 0*Comp”
(3) Declare an error variance for response with “response ~~ response”
(4) Regress Comp on its causes.
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Here are the results for mod.1g.
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